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The landscape of error is a stretch of country that hides dangers. A traveler does well 
to search out geographic features of risks that lie in wait, study reports of accidents 
encountered along the way, and seek out the impressions of other travelers.

Definitions: Geographic Features of Error

Error: In everyday language, error is getting things wrong, usually in relation to 
aims and purposes [67]. There is a different technical use of the term error in sta-
tistics [27]. For statisticians, error means differences in repeated measurements. 
These measurement differences arise from either random variation or bias. Random 
variation causes inconsistent differences between measurements; bias produces sys-
tematic differences between measuring methods or devices.

Ordinary language and statistical error: Ordinary language and statistical uses 
of error have this in common: we make both errors and measurements. Study of 
the two kinds of error connects in this way: observers detect differences between 
random variation and events gone wrong systematically by measuring characteris-
tics of the events that fail to achieve their purposes. Observers may then act ratio-
nally from their understanding of nonrandom variation to reduce and sometimes 
prevent practical errors. This way of connecting systematic event measurement 
with process improvement follows from the insight into production processes first 
articulated by the statistician Walter Shewhart, then extended and made famous by, 
Shewhart’s student W.E. Deming [13, 79]. The Shewhart–Deming approach inves-
tigates  practical errors, failures of steps in a process to achieve their objectives, and 
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attacks the variations in events that go wrong because of identifiable root causes, 
influences on processes that are motors of nonrandom variation.

Interpretative error and observer variation: Interpretative errors are impressions 
of how things are that turn out to be wrong. Investigations of statistical error make 
another distinction that carries over into the study of surgical pathology error: this 
concept is intermethod or interobserver variability. Observer variability is impor-
tant if one is to understand the strengths and limitations of review. Review, looking 
again at diagnoses that have already been made, is the most frequent way to study 
everyday interpretative error in surgical pathology. The important statistical dis-
tinction for interpretative errors is between variability that occurs when the same 
method or observer makes repeated measurements ( intramethod or intraobserver 
variability) and variability that occurs when two or more methods or observers 
measure the same phenomenon ( intermethod or interobserver variability). Most of 
the time, interpretative error in surgical pathology, comes wrapped in interobserver 
variability, while intraobserver variability lingers in the background.

Practical errors in the surgical pathology production process: A production pro-
cess is a series of steps. In the case of surgical pathology, the process turns patient 
samples into diagnostically, prognostically, and therapeutically relevant informa-
tion. At each step in the process, marks can be missed. As outlined in Fig. 2.1, the 

Fig. 2.1  A twelve-step program: surgical pathology as a production process
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production process begins with identifying patients, goes on to select specimens, 
then proceeds to label, transport, and accession them. The process continues with 
steps of describing received specimens, sampling them, fixing, embedding and 
cutting them, mounting processed sections of samples on slides, then staining the 
slides, labeling them, and delivering them to surgical pathologists. These interpret-
ers of slides, in the central step in the process, examine the sections on the slides. At 
this point, surgical pathologists also obtain information from other sources—espe-
cially ancillary test results and reports of clinical circumstances—and may request 
further in these reports they transmit, ultimately, to readers, who may act or not on 
the information. Made up of all these steps, the surgical pathology process is a com-
plex task open to practical defects beyond errors in the central step of interpretation.

Amended Reports and practical errors: Amended reports in surgical pathology 
are like accident reports. As sources for a taxonomy of defects, amended reports 
particularly help practitioners study practical errors in surgical pathology. They 
highlight the sorts of defects that lean production policies and procedures help de-
crease or eliminate in the surgical pathology production processes.

Information theory and error: In terms of Claude Shannon’s mathematical theo-
ry of communication [13], observer variability is variation in signal reception. Shan-
non’s theory, on which computer programming is based, predicts that getting from 
antecedent potential message to subsequent actual message always entails making 
errors [19, 77]. Information theory, as worked out by Shannon and his colleagues, 
provides a framework within which to think about the making of diagnostic mes-
sage, the central task of surgical pathology.

Interpretative error in the surgical pathology information flow: Error arises in 
the information flow (Fig. 2.2) either by commission, not getting the information 

Fig. 2.2  Information flow in surgical pathology
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that is signaled from slides right, or by omission, missing the potential information 
that the slides have to offer. Practical and interpretative errors are distinct sorts of 
defects. They are studied differently [39]. In this chapter, we focus on amended sur-
gical pathology reports as the most convenient source of information about practical 
errors and reviews as the most available source for rates of interpretive errors.

Root causes: Root causes are primary defects that occur earliest, farthest up-
stream, in the practical production processes. There are more steps in the production 
process (Fig. 2.1) than there are in cognate information flow (Fig. 2.2). Practical er-
rors are, it follows, most often the root causes of errors in surgical pathology; this is 
particularly true of errors that can be prevented. For this reason, root cause analysis 
of errors in the surgical production process is the key to developing practical coun-
ter measures to improve the process’s performance [66].

Cognitive errors: Information theory gives the best account of how errors about 
facts arise in the interrogation of tissues. As presented in reports, surgical patholo-
gists’ mistaken beliefs about matters of fact and classified states are cognitive er-
rors. Nicholas Rescher observes: “specifically cognitive error roots in our human 
need to resolve issues of thought and action in conditions of imperfect information” 
[65] or, in the foundational insight of the information age, articulated by Claude 
Shannon, any sort of information is always imperfect [19, 77].

Information theory maps surgical pathology error: The characteristic features of 
interpretative error in surgical pathology unfold in the terms of information theory. 
As outlined in Fig. 2.2, surgical pathologists search tissue samples for answers to 
questions: in the most frequently considered example they question whether or not 
a malignancy is present, what sort of neoplasm it may be, which features predict its 
behavior, and whether characteristics are present that indicate a particular therapy. 
Pathologists’ reports convey information about primary matters of fact: a tissue 
sample does or does not contain lung cancer; primary matters of classification: a 
lung cancer is or is not adenocarcinoma; they also inform about secondary matters 
of fact: an adenocarcinoma does or does not appear within vessels or lymph nodes; 
and secondary matters of classification: a particular sample of adenocarcinoma of 
the lung has or lacks specific molecular signatures that indicate susceptibility or 
resistance to specific chemotherapeutic agents.

The information stream: Shannon discovered that, in the flow of information, a 
message is selected at an anterior (upstream) point then reproduced at a posterior 
(downstream) point. This sequence always runs from information sources to mes-
sages. In Fig. 2.2, we match the Shannon sequence to surgical pathology terms. 
From an information source (human tissue) of antecedent, potential information, a 
transmitter (the tissue sample) selects antecedent message, but the transmitter emits 
both a signal (anterior, potential information) and noise (mixed-in nonsignal that 
yields nonmessage). From this mix of signal and noise, receivers (surgical patholo-
gists) select received signals (diagnoses, in Shannon’s terms, subsequent message), 
which they then pass on as posterior, actual messages (reports).

Interpretive errors and uncertainty: This is a reality beneath interpretative er-
ror: any communication system that fits Shannon’s pattern entails uncertainty. Ev-
ery second, posterior, actual message (every reported diagnostic claim) has some 
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chance of being wrong (for pathologists, either missed diagnoses, wrong diagnoses, 
or misclassified diagnosis). Quantification of this chance of being wrong calculates 
greater or lesser likelihood of interpretive error. This is the underlying variation that 
review of diagnoses aims to define.

Surgical pathology is also an interpretative framework: At this point, it is worth 
observing that, besides being a production process, and a pattern of information 
flow, surgical pathology is also a conceptual structure. This framework is a group of 
classifications or taxonomies. The taxonomies aim to transmit the diagnostic, prog-
nostic, and therapeutically relevant information that the production process creates. 
An act of interpretation places a received signal in a category within a classifica-
tion. The characteristics of various classifications set limits to the reproducibility 
of the information. The variable applications of taxonomies also limit the validity, 
reproducibility, and detail of surgical pathology reports [39]. Taxonomic variability, 
like intraobserver variability, always lurks in the background, when we think about 
surgical pathology error.

Validity, reproducibility, and detail: In studies of interpretative diagnostic vari-
ability, three properties of measurement—validity, reproducibility, and detail—
come into play again and again. Validity is the extent to which measurements cor-
respond to real states of how things are. Increasing validity depends on decreasing 
systematic differences between observed appearances and real states of being. Re-
producibility depends on how often repeated measurements return the same result, 
whether or not that result reflects the real state of things. Random variation sets 
limits to reproducibility. Detail depends on the amount of information that mea-
surements provide. The degree of detail determines how much an observer knows 
about what he has measured after he has measured it. Keeping these three attributes 
in mind aids orderly study of error in surgical pathology. Importantly, interpreta-
tive discrepancies produced by review of surgical pathology diagnoses combine 
differences in validity, with variability introduced by differences in reproducibility, 
and variation in matters of detail. In review discrepancies, these three contributing 
features are usually inseparable.

Surgical pathology is, in addition, a dynamic scientific discipline: The develop-
ing scientific discipline is the larger context that surrounds study of both process 
and interpretative, including classification error. As a discipline, surgical pathol-
ogy has assimilated increasingly elaborate techniques that assist in acquiring and 
processing information. These ancillary techniques find information both on the 
slide (as most prominently from immunoperoxidase stains) and from handling the 
sample in different milieux (as most prominently in molecular tests). The informa-
tion gleaned from samples by converging morphological, quasi-morphological, and 
molecular techniques yields the explanatory criteria on which the informative clas-
sifications base themselves. The changing state of the discipline limits validity and 
detail in the information generated by the technical process. In particular, sources of 
information besides histopathological morphology, especially immunohistochemi-
cal profiles and molecular motifs, increasingly influence classification. In this wider 
context, complexity leads to error. As we will emphasize below, incorporating the 
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insights of the sociologist Charles Perrow, increasing practical complexity of pro-
cess compounds increased complexity of interpretation [48, 50].

Oversimplification: Surgical pathologists always generalize from particular find-
ings on slides to general diagnoses of disease states. As actual message, emerging 
from the information stream, pathology reports inevitably oversimplify. Another of 
Claude Shannon’s seminal insights is that informativeness of a message increases 
in proportion to its vulnerability to disproof. This is the juncture where detail joins 
validity and reproducibility in the trio of important attributes of surgical pathology 
information. As they compose reports, pathologists arrange information content. 
They may reduce complex data presentations to simple ones; they may proliferate 
qualifications; or they may take away informative detail. In these three ways, they 
limit, obscure, or decrease the amount of information transferred to clinicians. With 
these strategies, pathologists try to prevent error by hedging; they trade off informa-
tive message for evidential security. This tactic fails when it drains reports of detail, 
exactness, and precision [68].

Errors of commission and omission: Shannon’s communication theory makes 
sense of an ancient distinction between errors of commission (getting diagnoses 
wrong) and errors of omission (missing diagnoses). Errors of commission are mis-
leading messages; these diagnostic failures (wrong diagnoses) appear among posi-
tive reports. Errors of omission fail to receive anterior diagnostic message. Errors 
of omission hide among negative reports. To recognize the commission:omission 
dichotomy, interpretative error detection must combine two different review ap-
proaches: (i) review (often redundantly called double review) of positive reports at 
risk and (ii) review of negative reports in high-risk categories of specimens [69].

Review in search of error and hindsight bias: Review of diagnoses is to interpre-
tative error, what searching for root causes of defects is to practical error. Review 
checks the information transfer step in which the pathologist moves from receiv-
ing the signal or the slide to composing a report. Important conditions of review 
are when, where, how, and by whom review is done. Hindsight bias is made up of 
the systematic differences between looking forward at a new set of facts and look-
ing back at an old set. Six systematical differences between the initial diagnostic 
event and the review event define various mixes of hindsight bias. The first of these 
distinctions is between internal and external review. Internal review is carried out 
within the practice in which the diagnoses under scrutiny were originally rendered. 
Pathologists in other practices perform external review. The second distinction is 
between pre-sign-out review and post-sign-out review. Pre-sign-out review takes 
place before a report is issued. Post-sign-out review happens after reports are re-
leased. A third difference is between conference review and non-conference review. 
Conference reviews are those that surround multispecialty gatherings at which 
cross-specialty agreement on diagnosis, prognosis, and therapy are sought. A fourth 
distinction appears between expert and non-expert review. Expert review is by a 
pathologist with increased knowledge and experience with the sort of diagnoses 
under review. A fifth pertinent difference is between blinded and non-blinded re-
views. Blinded reviews are those reviews by pathologists with no more information 
than the primary pathologist possessed about a case; indeed a blinded reviewer 
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sometimes is given less case-specific information. The last of these variations in 
review schemes, but probably not the least important, is that between focused and 
unfocused reviews. Focused review trains the reviewer’s gaze on specific sorts of 
specimens or diagnoses. Unfocused reviews either take all comers or check a de-
fined fraction of cases without requiring that they be of specific specimens or types 
of diagnoses. The variable influences of these half dozen factors together make 
comparison of review discrepancy rates difficult.

Information sources about surgical pathology error: At least two kinds of studies 
yield useful information about error in surgical pathology: classification of errors 
turned up by amended reports and sorting of discrepancy rates by review of surgical 
pathology diagnoses. The effort to understand how the two sources provide infor-
mation plunges us into occasionally detailed discussions of each of them. The detail 
is meant to illustrate the two approaches, not to provide an exhaustive evaluation 
of each approach.

Amended Reports as a Source for a Taxonomy of Surgical 
Pathology Defects

Amendments: Report amendments record both practical defects and interpretative 
errors. Because practical errors are more frequent than interpretive errors, root 
causes of amended reports map more often to the twelve-step production process 
(Fig. 2.1) than to the six-step information flow (Fig. 2.2). Mapped to either se-
quence, amended reports offer opportunities to study systematically both surgical 
pathology errors and the counter measures aimed to decrease them [1, 35, 36, 86].

Amendments vs. addenda: To achieve semantic consistency, the alterations of 
surgical pathology reports after they have been issued must be separated into di-
chotomous groups. One group is composed of amendments: all changes that were 
not purely additions of information. The other group is made up of addenda: altered 
reports that include only alterations that purely add information. Adherence to this 
dichotomy has proven necessary both to detect reports with errors in them and to 
separate error from other sorts of report variation [34–36].

Taxonomic consistency: Across many institutions, classifiers of altered reports 
have been able to agree on four defect categories and to sort consistently into these 
categories [34, 86]. The categories are: misidentifications, specimen defects, misin-
terpretations, and residual report defects. Report defects are residual because they 
classify the amendments that are left over after misidentifications, specimen de-
fects, and misinterpretations have been classified.

Misidentifications fail to designate accurately patients, tissues, laterality, or 
other anatomic localization. Specimen defects include submitted specimens that are 
lost, those of inadequate sample volume or size, those with absent or discrepant 
measurements, and those with inadequately representative sampling, as well as, im-
portantly, and less intuitively, those with absent or inappropriate ancillary studies.
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Misinterpretations fail to state diagnostic information accurately. They have 
an internal structure more complex than misidentifications and specimen defects. 
This complexity has led to misinterpretations being divided into three subtypes. 
The first subtype includes errors of commission; these are false-positive diagnoses, 
or overcalls. This sort of amendment registers the retraction of wrong information. 
The second subtype is made up of errors of omission; these are false negatives or 
undercalls. This second sort of amendment registers either failures to recognize ac-
curate information or initial loss of information that later was found to reside in the 
sampled tissues. The third subtype is confusion or conflation of relevant, similar, 
but distinct diagnostic categories. The findings in the third subtype are not over- or 
underdetermined, rather, they are misnamed diagnostic designations. Such a finding 
in question was initially registered correctly as positive; it is not overcalled nor is 
it undercalled, but the initial designation that it received is later realized to be not 
as accurate as a revised formulation. The amendment registers this revision. The 
three misinterpretation subtypes, in turn, relate to two levels of diagnostic message: 
primary level amendments register failures to distinguish positive from negative, 
malignant from benign; and secondary level amendments mark failures to char-
acterize subordinate diagnostic features appropriately. The subordinate secondary 
diagnostic features affect clinical context, prognosis, or susceptibility to specific 
therapies. Most often these secondary characteristics are grade, stage, state of surgi-
cal margins, or lymph node status in specimens resected for malignancy.

Report defects: After misidentifications, sample defects, and misinterpretations 
have been excluded, the residual category in the taxonomy is report defects. Report 
defects also present themselves in three subtypes: (i) missing or erroneous non-
diagnostic information—absent or wrong information about practitioners, proce-
dures, billing codes, etc., (ii) dictation or transcription errors—typographical er-
rors in the strict, proof-reader’s sense, and (iii) failures or aberrations in electronic 
report formats or transmissions—the miscues colloquially called computer glitches. 
These report errors are all defects in product, but they have in common that they 
do not directly affect diagnostic information. Misidentifications, misinterpretations, 
and specimen defects, in contrast, all directly interfere with the diagnostic message 
itself. Report defects, however, are not unimportant. Although they fail to muddle 
message directly, as Shannon realized, they harm the information flow by reducing 
information redundancy [19]. Redundancy is the informative context in which the 
text of any message always arrives.

Root causes of amendment types: In the twelve-step production process 
(Fig. 2.1), the root causes of misidentifications and sample defects appear mostly 
in the early steps of the surgical pathology process, during specimen collection 
and sample processing, but, in a minority of instances, they pop up later. The root 
causes of misinterpretation focus in the middle of the process, when the case is on 
the pathologist’s desk. Root causes of residual report defects inject themselves into 
the process at multiple points, but they also tend to cluster at its beginning, before 
the case reaches the pathologist, and at its end, after the pathologist has settled on 
diagnostic interpretations.
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Application of the Amended Reports Taxonomy: Uniform application of this tax-
onomy allows consistent monitoring of amended reports among institutions and also 
within an institution over time. Important to process improvement, when amended 
rates are followed longitudinally over time, they also evaluate the success or failure 
of interventions aimed to reduce errors that amendments identify [1, 34–36].

Three characteristics of defect discovery: The amendment taxonomy revealed a 
trio of characteristics surrounding the discovery of defects. First, the more observers 
monitoring amendments, using the dichotomous definition, the more amendments 
are identified, usually at the expense of addenda. Second, clinicians discovered 
most misidentifications; pathologists found most misinterpretations; but discovery 
of specimen defects were scattered among different observers and discoverers of 
report defects usually remained anonymous. Third, clinician calls were the most 
frequent mechanism for detecting misidentifications, and, initially, conference re-
view was the most fruitful mechanism for detecting misinterpretations. Conference 
review discovered, in various settings, between a little more than 40 % to a little 
more than 80 % of all misinterpretations that produced amendments [34]. The many 
fewer sample defects were found by multiple detection mechanisms. The residual 
report defects were found about as often by pathologist review, from clinician calls, 
at conference review, and surfacing in unknown ways.

Effects of lean interventions: In a large surgical practice that accessioned 45–
50,000 specimens each year, real time editing of altered reports, undertaken togeth-
er with changes in process aimed at reducing and preventing the underlying defects, 
had the following consequences over a 5-year period. Initially, active monitoring 
caused amendment rates to rise, from approximately 5-amendments/1000 reports 
to 10/1000 as altered reports were consistently defined as amendments or addenda. 
Next, as monitoring continued and counter measures were applied, amendment 
rates fell back to the 5-amendments/1000 reports level. Lean interventions in surgi-
cal pathology report production then caused misidentifications to fall from 16 to 
9 % of all amended reports. Despite similar interventions, however, the fraction of 
amendments caused by specimen defects remained at about the same low magni-
tude (< 11 %) and continued to be highly variable from year to year. In contrast, the 
fraction of misinterpretations fell dramatically, from 18 to 3 % of all amendments. 
This fall was associated with introduction of pre-sign-out review of all breast and 
prostate cases, then, in addition, cases of some gastrointestinal tract lesions. Here, 
we see a synergistic connection between approaches to surgical pathology error 
monitoring: a decline in amendments documented the beneficial effect of a particu-
lar pattern of diagnostic review. Finally, and reciprocally, as misidentifications and 
misinterpretations fell, the residual category’s report defects increased its fractional 
contribution, from 64 to 83 % of all amendments.

Lessons from root cause analysis: When case-by-case root cause analysis of 
amendments assessed success or failure of interventions, three findings emerged: (i) 
efforts to reduce misidentifications at the specimen collection level (where most of 
these errors occurred) had a measurable, but modest beneficial effect, (ii) extensive 
standardization of specimen accession and gross examination reduced specimen de-
fects surrounding ancillary testing, but not specimen defects overall, and (iii) most 
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impressively, introduction of internal pre-sign-out review of all breast and prostate 
and some gastrointestinal cases was specifically associated with a drastic reduction 
in misinterpretations [36, 34].

Amendments vs. addenda: The problem with amendment monitoring caused by 
misclassification of amendments as addenda continued over time. During active 
monitoring, 10 % of so-called addenda have consistently turned out to be amend-
ments. The adoption of misclassification amendments as an index of ongoing pro-
fessional performance evaluation (OPPE) has now worsened this tendency to mis-
classify amendments as addenda [33, 35, 36].

Q-PROBES study of amendments using validated taxonomy: In 2011, as part of 
a College of American Pathologists Q-PROBES study, 73 participating institutions 
analyzed almost 1700 amendments over a 12-week period [19]. The Q-PROBE 
study’s salient results are presented here to complete our account of how amend-
ments characterize errors.

The taxonomy-classified amendments effectively across 73 institutions: Us-
ing the taxonomy, Q-PROBES subscribers classified 1665 of 1688 amendments 
(98.6 %). In contrast to our large institutional experience, however, the fractions 
of misidentifications (13.3 %), specimen defects (13.7 %), and misinterpretations 
(14.6 %) were about equal [1].

Amendment rates: Median defect rates among Q-PROBES participants hov-
ered around 5-amendments/1000 published reports: the aggregate defect rate was 
4.7-amendments/1000 cases and a median participating institution’s defects rate 
was 5.7/1000. This median amendment rate is similar to the 5/1000 experienced in 
our single institution monitoring. However, among the 73 Q-PROBES study par-
ticipants, the range around this median was wide; it extended from 0.9/1000 to 
13.5/1000 amendments/reports issued [1].

Misidentifications and sample defects: In the Q-PROBES study, among 225 mis-
identifications, 31.5 % were of patients, 20.0 % of tissue type, 23.0 % of laterality, 
and 25.5 % of anatomic localization [1]. Among 231 sample defects, more than 
three-quarters (77.4 %) involved ancillary testing and the rest mostly involved gross 
and microscopic sampling [1]. The growing association of sample-related defects 
with misdirected or failed ancillary testing is a phenomenon also observed in our 
single institution’s longitudinal monitoring.

Misinterpretations: Analysis of 247 primary and secondary misinterpretation 
amendments found only 5.7 % false positives and only 11.8 % false negatives. 
These fractions are dramatically different from our single institution longitudinal 
experiences. The difference stemmed from very different rates of diagnostic rela-
beling. In the Q-PROBES cohort, 44.1 % of misinterpretation amendments were 
attributed to confusion or conflation of similar but distinct diagnoses (misnaming). 
The Q-PROBES subscribers also produced a different pattern of interpretative er-
rors from that found in the single institution experience. Misinterpretation amend-
ments among the Q-Probes study participants were revised mainly for secondary 
features in amended reports of malignancy. These amendments usually changed 
grade or margin status [1].
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Residual report defects: Among the Q-PROBES study participants, as in our 
long-term experience at one institution, the most common causes for amended re-
ports were residual report defects: typographical errors, missing nonidentifying, 
noninterpretative report attributes, or wrong nondiagnostic report information [1].

Anatomic sites of origin of specimens that produce amended reports: In the Q-
PROBES study, the most common tissues of origin for defective reports were the 
most common sites sampled: the skin, breast, and gastrointestinal tract. Submis-
sions from these sites were about equal defect contributors (18.2, 17.7, and 18.1 %) 
[1].

Benchmark amendment rates from Q-PROBES study of amendments: The 
Q-PROBES study of amended reports yielded two benchmarks: First, with a 
5/1000-defect rate, the current surgical pathology production process is a ‘three 
sigma’ production system for surgical pathology reports. Second, median rates of 
misidentifications and misinterpretations are fairly consistent. These two rates both 
run below 1/1000 and are about equal: 0.6 amendments for misidentifications/1000 
reports and 0.8 amendments for misinterpretations/1000 reports [1].

Defects in the surgical pathology production process as normal accidents [48]: 
Findings about surgical pathology errors uncovered by root cause analysis of 
amendments agree with studies of other production processes in different settings 
[48, 50]. From studies in a variety of complex production processes, Charles Per-
row defined untoward events, like those which amendments document as normal 
accidents. He argued that these events occur in conditions of complexity created by 
interconnecting subsystems. In surgical pathology, the interconnecting subsystems 
are the preanalytic, analytic, and postanalytic phases of the report production pro-
cess. A second error-inducing characteristic, tight coupling, then mediates the con-
nection between subsystem derangement and damage to the final product. A third 
characteristic is concentration. In surgical pathology laboratories, high volumes of 
specimens are concentrated by converging from multiple collection sites to enter 
the production process. Once concentrated in the process, these specimens are also 
subjected to complex ancillary tests that detect specific antigens by immunohis-
tochemistry panels and detect molecular motifs using nucleic acid amplification. 
Computer-enabled communication tightly couples pathologists with pathologist as-
sistants, histologists, and clinicians. Perrow argues persuasively that such concen-
tration, complexity, and tight coupling together inevitably amplify practical error 
[47, 49].

Eight contributors to normal accidents: All eight features that make systems 
prone to normal accidents are present in the surgical pathology production process 
[47]. In the following list we cite, next to each error-promoting feature, examples of 
its appearance in the surgical pathology setting:

1. Proximity of components: proximity appears among specimen jars awaiting sam-
ples in endoscopy suites and in shopping bags full of many different patients’ 
skin biopsies arriving at accessioning stations

2. Common-mode connections: large specimen gross examination stations are 
common mode connections when pathologist’s assistants examine in succession 
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multiple partial mastectomy and lymph node dissection specimens or multiple 
colon resections during the same accessioning shift

3. Interconnected subsystems: subsystems interconnect when prostate biopsies 
obtained in an ambulatory surgery setting arrive simultaneously at the same 
accession desk with the products of a radical neck dissection from a frozen sec-
tion room

4. Feed-back loops: different feed-back loops cycle simultaneously as telephone 
calls go back and forth between pathologist’s reviewing slides and pathologist’s 
assistants returning to fixed specimens to harvest more tissue samples, while, at 
the same time, pathologists send computer messages to histologists to request 
additional levels and special stains

5. Limited substitutions: the constraints due to the different tissue processor cycles 
limit substitutions of cassette batches depending on run times

6. Multiple interacting controls: multiple interacting controls appear at accession 
in identification of specimens, in the histology laboratory, with the sorting of 
blocks, and on pathologist’s desks at the arrival of slides

7. Indirect information transfer: indirect information transfer occurs when clinical 
features about cases are reported only in shouts over the shoulder of an operating 
room technician hurrying down a hallway, critical choices in specimen sampling 
are made only in whispers among residents at specimen processing stations, or 
vital new clinical information arrives only in muttered remarks from a clinical 
fellow who has come to look at slides

8. Limited understanding of the requirements of the process: clinical staff collect-
ing specimens have limited understanding of what requirements for histologic 
diagnosis are; pathologists as they interpret slides have limited understanding of 
what information clinicians imagine reports will contain

Ambivalent effect of electronic information transfer in complex processes: Comput-
erization brings both positive innovations and dangers to the complex process that 
fits Perrow’s description. The positive changes have reduced unwanted variation, 
standardized data input, and reduced dependence on the variable information trans-
fer media. Computerization has also helped by programming formats like synoptic 
report checklists and has facilitated automation of routine tasks, like bar-coded log-
ging-in specimens, collated with bar-coded requisition documents. However, nega-
tive changes brought by programmed processes of electronic information transfer 
require invariant sequences, stipulate one way to perform a component task, allow 
only limited buffers, and force only designed substitutions [47]. As computer-fa-
cilitated standardization has been achieved, former safeguards, redundancies, buf-
fers, and alarms in previous surgical pathology systems have been eliminated. With 
newer complex systems come tighter couplings. High volume, complex, tightly 
coupled systems open themselves to untoward events in which two or more, often 
individually small failures interact in error-causing ways that process designers and 
operators have not anticipated. Such event sequences, Perrow and another student 
of system error, James Reason, find, precipitate disproportionately bad outcomes 
that Perrow has designated catastrophes [50, 59].
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Lessons of lean principles and practices: In these distracting circumstances, sus-
tained practical error reduction, incorporating lean industrial engineering principles 
and practices, has become a valuable response [3, 7, 11, 82, 94–96]. The lean ap-
proach, (systematic practical error detection, then error reduction, prevention, and 
amelioration through countermeasures), addresses all four defect types recorded by 
amended reports. For the three practical sorts of defects, the analysis makes connec-
tions like those presented in the next three paragraphs.

1. Misidentification is the practical error with the most devastating potential [82, 
96]. To attack it, colleagues who labor upstream in the process must accept forc-
ing functions, labeling standards, and new labeling procedures; the beneficial 
effects of this apparently extra upstream effort often exert themselves only down-
stream where those making the changes cannot see their laudable effects. Nev-
ertheless, a trio of worthwhile points has emerged from lean interventions that 
improve patient and specimen identification. Detecting and preventing misiden-
tification entails: (i) training in labeling standards that extends outside surgical 
pathology premises, to dermatologists’ offices, endoscopy suites, and operating 
rooms, (ii) recognizing that batched printing of labels is a recurrent misidentifi-
cation threat; flow design must avert it as much as possible, (iii) designing iden-
tification checks into multiple steps in the process, especially at two important 
checkpoints—(a) arrival of requisitions and specimen containers at accession 
and (b) reconciliation of requisitions with reports just before reports are released 
[82, 96].

2. Specimen defects: Practices following lean principles have also attempted to 
reduce specimen defects. Root causes of specimen defects increasingly reveal 
that ambiguities and delays in potentially decisive ancillary test results, espe-
cially those from molecular tests, are a growing cause of specimen defects [82].

3. Result reporting: In result reporting, the increasing importance of ancillary test-
ing in surgical pathology often now forces a Hobson’s choice. The unattractive 
decision falls between either issuing an incomplete report liable to later amend-
ment or delaying the report until potentially modifying ancillary information can 
be combined fully into an integrated report [16].

Report errors and the benefits of redundancy: Another lean lesson also involves 
errors documented in residual report defects. As Shannon deduced about communi-
cation in general, redundancy has more substantial benefits than may be intuitively 
obvious [19, 77]. In the surgical pathology report production process, completeness 
of report information, other than patient and specimen identifications and diagnoses 
themselves, turns out to be helpful in averting error. For example, the presence of 
inconsistent clinical information on a requisition may be the only sign that a speci-
men jar has been mislabeled. Electronic medical records (EMRs) also supply use-
ful redundancy. They provide access to clinical information that can help root out 
misidentifications and call into question dubious diagnoses. As counter measures, 
structured searches of EMRs confirm or expand the clinical context in which a sub-
mitted specimen has arrived. These routine searches can be of great assistance, both 
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in reducing practice report defects and in leveraging redundant report information 
to decrease misinterpretations.

Case Review to Detect and Reduce Interpretative Error

Active vs. Passive Monitoring: Reports of reviews are the main source of stud-
ies about surgical pathology interpretative error [39, 73, 81]. Review looks again 
at cases that have already generated diagnostic message, so review entails active 
monitoring; it searches for discrepancies, where classifying amended reports and 
pursuing their root causes which we have just discussed, is, in contrast, passive 
monitoring.

Review and information flow: In relation to information flow (Fig. 2.2), review 
exposes the same signal to different receivers each of whom has his or her own 
noise thresholds and variable sensitivities to signal reception. These different re-
ceivers generate discrepancies, the products of review. Review, however, finds 
other sources of variation besides error in discrepancies.

Effect of interobserver variability on review: In active monitoring, interobserver 
variability always comes into play because implicit diagnostic thresholds and the 
application of explicit classification criteria are products of experience. Experience 
among pathologists inevitably differs. Importantly, primary diagnosticians and sec-
ondary reviewers also tend to function at different diagnostic thresholds.

Internal vs. external review: There is a relevant contrast, mentioned earlier in 
this chapter, internal review [41, 44, 46, 60, 63, 89, 92] among members of the 
same practice group and external review [30, 83] that involves members of differ-
ent practices. In the first context, the internal reviewer is checking to see whether a 
local colleague is right. In the second context, the external reviewer is checking to 
see whether a distant noncolleague is wrong.

Expert vs. non-expert review: Another contrast appears when either internal or 
external reviewers are or are not subspecialist experts. In internal expert review, 
subject matter specialists within a department may set different diagnostic thresh-
olds and use different explicit or implicit classification criteria than do general pa-
thologists in the same practice. However, the internal expert’s view of things usu-
ally affects his or her nonexpert colleagues’ thresholds and criteria by feedback over 
time and through accumulation of shared cases (see calibration effects paragraph 
later in the text) [55]. Primary pathologists and external expert reviewers may di-
agnose against not only different horizons of experience but also different clinical 
objectives. In a common setting of external review, reviewers at an oncology hos-
pital locate diagnoses on different horizons of experience than do less specialized 
referring pathologists. The oncology hospital pathologists also prepare their reports 
for specialist oncologists whose needs (and sometimes prejudices) are opaque to the 
primary diagnosticians [26].

Blind vs. informed review: A different sort of variable that affects the differ-
ence between thresholds is whether the secondary examination of the case is blind 
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review, whether the secondary case examiner does not or does know the prima-
ry pathologist’s initial diagnosis, and whether the second examiner does or does 
not know more or different clinical information than did the primary pathologist  
[62, 64].

Effect of calibration: Active monitoring within a practice group may also pro-
duce calibration effects. Calibration appears when pathologists compare many 
cases over time and converge on similar thresholds and criteria. In practices with 
a dominant expert, calibration often converges on the dominant expert’s thresholds 
and criteria in “the big dog effect” [55].

Interventions that lessen interobserver variation: Experience argues that calibra-
tion through consensus conferences and calibration slide sets are counter measures, 
which reduce the interobserver variation that difficult cases bring to internal review. 
These two strategies provide structured opportunities for practice colleagues to ar-
ticulate agreement on diagnostic criteria and develop a shared vocabulary in which 
to discuss problematic cases. Consensus and calibration mechanisms also provide 
critical occasions for practice colleagues to address together the influence of modu-
lating factors on diagnostic differences. In multispeciality conference settings, they 
can take into account the influence of clinical features and ancillary test results, and 
bring above the horizon variations in taxonomies.

Different signal vs. noise thresholds: Different thresholds produce obstacles to 
equating discrepancies with errors in primary diagnosis that is analogous to statisti-
cians’ type I error. When reviewers mistake noise for signal because of threshold 
differences, signal initially received appropriately is missed on review or miscat-
egorized by the reviewer, due to variable reception of message in relation to noise.

Repeated failure to detect signal: Another difficulty in establishing 1-to-1 cor-
respondences between review discrepancies and diagnostic errors occurs when both 
initial observations and reviews of the same signal miss diagnostic information that 
is really there. Reviewers’ subsequent acceptance of initial missed diagnoses is 
analogous to statisticians’ type II error. In this failure, review continues to leave 
initial false negatives, failures to register signal, in place.

Taxonomic variation: Differences in application of taxonomies present one more 
obstacle to the equation of review discrepancies with errors. Different diagnoses 
may or may not reflect the same constellation of signal findings. As observed ear-
lier, diagnostic taxonomies have explicit and implicit features that nonexpert and 
expert users deploy differently. This is a specific instance of a general phenomenon. 
Each pathologist throws various taxonomic nets of diagnostic designations over his-
topathological realities. Different taxonomic nets may fit a reality better or worse, 
but different nets may also just fit the same reality differently, just as a triangular, 
coarse mesh may as accurately describe the same surface, as does a square, fine 
mesh. It is very hard to compare and contrast the relative fit to the reality of differ-
ent taxonomic nets; however, these differences seem to lead to discrepancies in how 
different observers register the same realities [90].

Disparate information sources: A final barrier to equating discrepancies with 
errors arises when disparate pairs of diagnoses are reviewed. Examples of odd 
couples under review are frozen section:permanent section comparisons and 
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cytological:histological correlations. In both these pairs, the initial diagnosis in the 
dyad was from a different sample—or a differently processed sample—compared 
with a subsequent more information-rich specimen presentation. In these settings, 
method differences and observer differences get mulched together as diagnostic 
discrepancies [53, 54, 17].

Different Sorts of Review Compared and Contrasted

Internal vs. external reviews: Timeliness give pre-sign-out internal review major 
advantages: It often prompts prospective resolution of diagnostic discrepancies 
(for example between cytological and histological diagnoses from the same tis-
sue source) that can trouble both pathologists and clinicians in retrospect. It gives 
internal experts opportunity to calibrate a practice’s diagnostic thresholds and stan-
dardize application of taxonomies. Most importantly, it obviates need for report 
amendments when discrepancies are discovered. For large practices, internal review 
is usually faster and less expensive than external review, but the time commitment 
involved in internal review may be impractical for small practices. In small practice 
settings, the more probative weight of external expert review also carries added val-
ue with skeptical clinicians. For medium size and larger practices, external review is 
more expensive; it also may provide revision of diagnosis only after an embarrass-
ingly long time. Clinical decision making is then either delayed or second-guessed. 
To avoid delays and potentially contradictory revisions, middle size practices tend 
to rely on conference-based review. This format combines opportunity for local 
expert review with additional clinical context.

Inevitably retrospective reviews: The benefits of internal, upstream, over exter-
nal, downstream review, suggests that reviews should be carried out, in most set-
tings, either before cases with identified risks are signed out or before their clinical 
implications can be acted on. Some correlations, however, remain inevitably retro-
spective. The correlation of uterine cervical cytology or cervical biopsy diagnoses 
with diagnoses from excision specimens is an example of this sort of unavoidable 
retrospection. Another, necessarily retrospective sort of review is the practice, al-
ready discussed earlier, of reviewing diagnoses of malignancy after patient referrals 
to centers for cancer treatment. Both of these review mechanisms remain ingrained 
in good practice [17, 20, 32, 91, 76].

Unfocused vs. focused reviews: As will be cited again, complete and set percent-
age reviews tend to produce lower frequencies of discrepancies than do focused re-
views [57]. They do, however, remove selection bias. Reviews of cases focused on 
specific organs detect both false-positive and false-negative interpretations as well 
as misclassifications. In contrast, reviews focused on specific diagnoses catch only 
false positives and misclassifications. They provide, however, initial confirmation 
of the most significant diagnostic product of a pathology service: positive diagnoses 
are usually the most clinically relevant products of the surgical pathology produc-
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tion process, so, if only one sort of case can be subjected to review, new positive 
diagnoses should be it [38, 42].

Subjects of focused reviews: Focused reviews most often train attention on speci-
mens that are both relatively often submitted and relatively challenging to classify. 
Preneoplastic or borderline neoplastic breast [24, 45], melanocytic skin lesions [23, 
80, 84, 88], and female genital tract lesions [32, 93] are frequent foci of review 
before sign-out. Another criterion for focused review is a high likelihood of interob-
server variation. In these situations, the wisdom of sorting out local interobserver 
variation prospectively rather than retrospectively recommends internal, pre-sign-
out review. Gleason grading of prostate adenocarcinoma [6, 15, 28, 51, 87], grading 
and staging of uterus and ovary malignancies [14, 93], and classification of thyroid 
lesions [4, 12, 25] commonly satisfy this criterion. More recently subclassification 
of adenocarcinoma of the lung has joined this group of classification challenges 
[21, 43, 58, 74].

Taxonomies that interact with ancillary studies, like those for adenocarinoma of 
the breast, lung, and kidney, are instances in which ancillary information’s integra-
tion can be decisive. Classifications of leukemias and lymphomas and bone and soft 
tissue sarcomas are further instances in which complexity increases the degree of 
difficulty encountered on the way to review consensus [29].

Percentage vs. focused review: Stephen S. Raab led a study that compared two 
contrasting review approaches—percentage review and focused review [57]. Raab 
and his colleagues compared random review of 5 % of specified sorts of cases with 
focused review of suspected troublesome specimen types of primary diagnoses. 
The study found a much higher discrepancy rate from focused review: 13.2 % from 
focused review vs. 2.7 % from percentage review. Raab and colleagues also looked 
at potential downstream implications of the uncovered diagnostic discrepancies. 
Instances they classified as major errors were found a power of ten more often in 
the focused review approach than they were in the random review scheme: 3.2 vs. 
0.36 % of cases. In Raab’s study, higher yield makes focus review appear a wiser 
use of review time and expertise [52].

Focus of review and amendment rates: Andrew A. Renshaw and colleagues have 
used amendment rates to project the relative utility of different review strategies, 
by comparing the fractions of different case types with discrepancies and amend-
ment rates in these case types [60–64]. In one study, they demonstrated that breast 
lesions, cytological:histological correlations of genital tract lesions, and thyroid di-
agnoses were particularly likely to lead to amendments. The relationship between 
the two fractions of discrepancies and amendments was: 27 % of discrepancy-pro-
ducing cases produced 88 % of amended reports [61]. Renshaw also found a less 
dramatic but similar disproportion when he examined the case discrepancy: amend-
ment relation for initially nondiagnostic or atypical/suspicious diagnoses. Cases 
with borderline diagnoses made up 4 % of discrepancy-producing cases but 14 % of 
amendments [61]. Two take-home lessons appear here: First, the mix of cases that 
a practice examines influences discrepancy frequency patterns. Second, borderline 
lesions (intraductal and lobular breast proliferations, intraglandular prostrate prolif-
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erations, equivocal gynecological cytology classifications, and ambivalent thyroid 
cytology findings) increased the likelihood of discrepancies [61].

Burdens of review: Reviews cost time and effort. The essential burden of docu-
menting individual reviews and collating the information aggregated from reviews 
is a major investment in data analysis. As a rough estimate of the number of cases 
that fall under the gaze of review, a recent survey by Nakhleh et al. found that, 
in typical settings, review protocols cover approximately 8 % of a practice’s cases 
[41]. Raab’s seminal study (which should be duplicated in multiple, different set-
tings) suggests, that focusing review on sorts of cases with known high rates of 
missed decisions or revised diagnoses is the preferred approach to case selection 
[57]. Another pivotal decision, which bears further investigation, is whether review 
should be blinded or not.

Review as a quality measure: We now reach the central paradox of review. De-
spite all the influences and interferences that make a one-to-one correspondence 
between review discrepancies and errors impossible, case review remains the main 
source of information about interpretative errors. Pathologists’ knowledge and ex-
perience, their ability to correlate clinical failures with histopathological findings, 
their skill in combining morphological with nonmorphological (or quasi-morpho-
logical) ancillary findings, and their mastery of coherent taxonomy are four basic 
professional aptitudes into which review delves, however inadequately. The results 
of review offer both providers and users of surgical pathology reports imprecise but 
implication-rich indicators of diagnostic integrity. This indicator function is cur-
rently review’s main contribution to the evaluation of quality in surgical pathology. 
Because so many variables affect review, comparisons among discrepancy rates, 
from one set of reviews to another, remain, however, unavoidably approximate.

A hedge around discrepancy studies’ comparison: Studies of interpretative error 
are hard to compare head-to-head because of the variables that we have been calling 
to mind as well as differences in study design, variable definitions of discrepancy, 
differences in mixes of tissues of origin, various canons of case selection, and ap-
plication of inconsistent classifying taxonomies.

Discrepancy rates: In the complicated context of interferences and modulating 
factors, that we have just considered, the range of published discrepancy rates is 
wide. They are, however, stratified relevantly by the different subject matters that 
they survey: different anatomic origins of the reviewed specimens, different breadth 
of focus on reviewed characteristics, and different numbers of cases in the reviewed 
series. Within this wide frame of references, published series do produce a “range 
of ranges” of discrepancies.

“Range of ranges”: A series that take in large numbers of various specimen 
types anchor the low end of the spectrum (or, better, spectra) of discrepancy rates. 
A recent well-organized internal random review of surgical pathology reports 
( N = 1523) found a discrepancy rate of 2.2 % [46]. Such relatively low magnitudes 
of review differences can be expected from wide-angle, all comers, and fractional 
reviews.

The next segment of the discrepancy rate spectrum takes in malignancies from 
specific organ systems (e.g., lymphoma or urological malignancies), all specimens 
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from specified anatomic locations (e.g., gastrointestinal and liver lesions), a specific 
neoplasm (e.g., breast cancer), and a genre of neoplasms (i.e., pediatric cancers). At 
the low end of this segment, one finds lymphoma with discrepancy rates of 6–7 % 
( N = 1291) [2, 29]. In the next higher stretch of the spectrum are urological malig-
nancies (10 %; N = 213) [87] and gastrointestinal and liver lesions (12.4 %; N = 194) 
[22]. Next, up in this part of the range is breast cancer (16–20 %; N = 610) [26, 31]
followed by pediatric neoplasms (25.1 %; N = 705) [75]. At the top of this segment 
of the “range of ranges” are, from a small but responsibly done study, in a resource-
challenged environment, soft tissue tumors (47 %; N = 34) [78].

Cytological:histological correlations: Correlations of diagnoses from different 
modalities produce an extraordinarily wide range of discrepancy rates. At the low 
end of this segment, with relatively few discrepancies, is a correlation of cytological 
with histological samples obtained at the same bronchoscopy procedure but inter-
preted independently. Cytological histological correlations of specimens from this 
source produce a discrepancy rate of only 2.3 % ( N = 231) [74]. Next up the scale 
is over-all cytological:histological correlation of cervical histology specimens for 
which a recent, large well-done study locates the discrepancy rate at 6 % ( N = 5159) 
[8]. This discrepancy rate is similar to that in a smaller but well-designed study of 
correlations for all female genital tract tumors, where the rate was 6.8 % ( N = 279) 
[14]. Next in line is fine-needle aspiration noncervical cytological:histological cor-
relation. From this source discrepancy rates are higher, 9–12 % ( N = 898) [4, 43]. 
More focused comparisons produce discrepancy rates dramatically higher on the 
scale: bladder cancer cytological:histological correlations have a 41 % discrepancy 
rate in a carefully done large ( N = 508) study [56], and cytological:histological cor-
relations of negative fine-needle aspirations from breast lesions have a discrepancy 
rate 46 % in a moderately sized study ( N = 90) [5].

Cytological:histological vs. cytological:cytological discrepancies: An interest-
ing observation about the cytological segment of the discrepancy spectrum is that 
in the same well-sized study much lower cytological:histological discrepancy rates 
were achieved in an environment where high cytological:cytological review dis-
crepancies were documented. The observers who documented the relatively low, 
6 %, cytological:histological discrepancy rated cited earlier in the text for cervical 
specimens reported a very high overall similar 45 % cytology:cytology discrepancy 
rate ( N = 13,745) [8]. Their high rate of intercytological discrepancies is also seen in 
a similarly designed, smaller comparison (e.g., 54 %; N = 209) [10].

Dermatopathological variation: Another wide variation in the range of ranges 
appears in the main histological:histological review segment. This variation in-
volved discrepancy rates in comparisons of skin biopsies. Similarly-sized studies 
( N = 589 [84] and N = 478) [23] came up with discrepancy rate as different as 6.5 
and 35 %. In another disparate pair of studies, skin biopsies for pigmented skin le-
sions found a 14 % discrepancy rate ( N = 392) [80], but a similarly-sized ( N = 354)
comparison of primary and review diagnoses of skin biopsies found a four times 
higher discrepancy rate of 56 % [18].

Discrepancies in difficult diagnostic situations: Finally, in our selective tour of 
the “range of ranges” of discrepancy rates, one finds relatively high and wide (20–
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60 %) discrepancy rates in studies focused on diagnostic situations that are known 
to be difficult. One example of this is a small study ( N = 30) of liver transplant 
biopsies that showed a 43 % discrepancy rate between a primary pathologist’s and 
an expert’s diagnoses [9]. Thyroid cytology is another example. Comparisons that 
focused on this well-known trouble spot found, in two modestly sized studies of 
thyroid aspirates ( N = 50 [25] and N = 113) [12], very high but also very different 
discrepancy rates of 52 and 34 %. A third and fourth example of foci on known 
difficult diagnoses both come from the female genital tract: a 23 % discrepancy in 
diagnoses of vulvar dysplasia in a small study ( N = 60) [85], and a 26 % discrepancy 
rate in the diagnosis of gestational trophoblast disease in a well-done, large series 
( N = 1851) [20].

Discrepancies due to variable application of taxonomies: The most impressive 
instance of multiple discrepancy studies documenting poor reproducibility in a spe-
cific diagnostic situation regards Gleason grading. A large study of discrepancies 
( N = 2015)in resected prostate specimens found discrepancies in Gleason grading 
in 45 % of cases [28]. In two moderately sized studies of prostate biopsies ( N = 278 
[6] and N = 151 [51]), (the former, larger study comparing diagnoses from microar-
rays); both found 42 % discrepancy rates.

General patterns in discrepancies or review: The last few paragraphs are just an 
aerial tour that points out only selected landmarks on the landscape of interpreta-
tive error, as it is imperfectly transmitted by discrepancy rates. Pondering review 
reveals that specific rates are rarely comparable; a general pattern does, however, 
emerge from wandering across the range of ranges. The widest-angle (all comers or 
random) reviews produce the lowest discrepancy rates. Reviews of diagnoses from 
organs or organ systems or genres of linked diagnoses (like pediatric neoplasms) 
produce higher rates. Reviews focused on specific, difficult diagnostic categori-
zations produce the highest discrepancy rates. Among histological:histological re-
view, differences in discrepancy rates among studies are particularly wide in derma-
topathology. Otherwise, cytological:histological diagnoses agree rather well, at the 
level of organ-system comparison; this is remarkable, given the noise documented 
by attempts at correlation is cytological:cytological reviews. Finally, among the 
most commonly used classifications, Gleason grading produces the most discrepan-
cies on review [6, 15, 28, 87].

An information age: Finally, as engineering success of electronic data transfer 
embeds electronic data transfer devices in surgical pathology’s information flow. 
These devices facilitate high-volume, complex, tightly coupled systems. Such sys-
tems are normally prone to accidents. The devices’ interactions with people and 
tissue samples both cause accidental error and offer counter measures against it. 
Aware that we live in this ambiguous environment we do well to act accordingly.

By attending to the steps in the report production process, we can minimize the 
occurrence of practical errors. When we get to the root causes of practical errors that 
amended reports memorialize, adjust the process, then see whether the adjustments 
reduce error frequency, the process, as a whole, benefits.

“Errors are indeed there to be made” [71]: Just as the practical complexity of the 
surgical pathology report production system requires vigilance to detect errors and 
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invention of countermeasures to avoid them, so Error will not disappear from mak-
ing diagnostic interpretations. “Our only route to cognitive progress proceeds along 
a pathway paved with error—we are creatures to whom truth becomes available 
only by risking error. Our knowledge grows only by eliminating error” [72]. On this 
pathway, review is valuable. Review does not, in discrepancies, detect interpretative 
error as such, instead it finds interpretative error encased in other sorts of variation. 
Still, discrepancy detection, recognition, and resolution, especially when linked up 
with statistical reasoning, provide a substantive countermeasure against interpretive 
error in our discipline.

Conclusion

Two main sorts of error: The landscape of error has two main geographical features: 
practical errors called process defects and interpretative errors uncovered by diag-
nostic discrepancies. Study of amended reports reveals process defects. Review of 
diagnoses produces the diagnostic discrepancies. Both of these strategies have been 
of value in characterizing and reducing surgical pathology error.

Sources of the two main sorts of error: The dangers that lurk in this landscape are 
also of two sorts. The concentration, complexity, and tight couplings of electronic 
information transfer, as we have stressed, both engenders practical defects and pro-
vides countermeasures against them. Variable validity, reproducibility, detail in di-
agnostic interpretations, extensions from particular findings to general diagnoses, 
variations in classifications and changing evidence bases, we have also argued, all 
contribute to diagnostic discrepancies that include but are not entirely due to inter-
pretative errors.

Analysis of amendments to understand process error: The reports of accidents, 
in our initial metaphor, are amendments of surgical pathology reports. Studies of 
amended reports classify surgical pathology production process errors as misiden-
tifications, specimen defects, misinterpretations, and report defects. These studies 
document a 5-amendments per 1000 (three sigma) defect rate for current surgical 
pathology production systems.

Review to uncover discrepancies: Impressions of other travelers, in the guiding 
metaphor, are reviews of surgical pathology diagnostic interpretations. In this chap-
ter, we emphasize how characteristics of review events whether they are internal vs. 
external, unfocused vs. focused review as well as, most importantly, the diagnostic 
domain in question, all influence discrepancy rates. We have presented evidence 
that internal reviews have, in general, advantages over external reviews and focused 
reviews have, in general, advantages over unfocused reviews and that, from one 
diagnostic domain to another, discrepancy rates are dramatically different.

The bottom line: monitor amendments and discrepancies: Published evidence 
suggests that surgical pathologists’ most systematic and sensible design for living 
in the landscape of error is to monitor process errors, to find and eliminate their 
root causes, and to review interpretative discrepancies in schemes that factor in a 
discrepancy’s relative likelihood in different diagnostic situations.
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